helping Stroman's down-on-her-luck
20 -something daughter and grand
child, as well as the widows and chil
dren of Stroman's other victims. And
he was busy navigating the fraught
world of donations and volunteers,
answering tonnes of e-mail, working
on a book, and managing all the
media requests.
"There's a lot of Mark Stroman on
the street," Bhuiyan said in an inter
view two months after Stroman was
executed. "In this country and also in
the world, there's a lot of hate. If you
don't like my colour or my faith or my

Outrageous!

accent, well , I cannot ch ange because
that is the way I was born." He was
full of doubt about the direction his
life should take-whether he should
quit his six-figure IT job and commit
to helping people full-time, which he
calls his "d es tiny." But he was clear
about the message he wanted to de
liver. "It's important to let people
know not to hate each other because
they're different. If you really want to
hate, hate that attitude."

AN OPEN PHOTO-EDITORIAL

• To watch an interview with Rais
. n h u iy a n , visitwww.youtube.com/
watchlv~KWae9QnmrWc
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POINTLESS ACHIEVEMENTS

I

I

Whether it's bizarre records, strange inventions or eccentricactivities, you
sometimes get the impression that there's a lot of energybeingexpended
in this world to no great effect.
A record to be proud of? According to the GuinnessWorld Records,
the most spoons balanced on a face is 17, achieved by ten-year-old
Canadian Aaron Caissie on 18 April zooc-s-which must have caused quite a
stir at the time.
A tragic love story, with no obvious implications. The IgNobel Prizes
are awarded annuallyfor weird scientific breakthroughs, and a zon
Biology,Prizewas shared by two Australian scientists who discovered,
after painstaking research, that males of a certain species of beetle often
try to mate with a type of beer bottle-a short-necked '''stubby''
mistaking it for an attractive female. Maybe they've drunk the beer first.
A Void by,Georges Perec. A300-page French novelwritten entirely

without usingthe letter "e." It was translated into English by GilbertAdair
in 1995, also without usingan "eo" But is it any good?
BIC pen for her. It's what all the ladies have been waiting for-a ballpoint
pen by BIC pens "designed to fit comfortably in a woman's hand." Amazon
reviewers have responded with heavysarcasm ("I did dreadfully at my
exams,and Inow knowwhy-I'd purchased a wronglygendered pen").
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arabjit Singh's death last
about murders of citizens who can' t
month following assault in a
defend themselves.
Pakistani jail left us shocked
A report by the People's Union
and angry. Soon afterwards, San aul
for Civil Liberties maintains that
lah Ranjay, a Pakistani prisoner,
custodial deaths were usually
the result of "to rture to extort
too, died after an equally barbaric
. information or to teach the person
attack in a Jammu jail. Ironically,
concerned a lesson." Also, these
it's Sanaullah's de ath in an Indian
prison that should concern us more
deaths were not limited to hardened
deeply. But why?
criminals, as some officials would
have us believe. Many in custody
A study by the Asian Centre for
Human Rights (ACHR), based on
were murdered because they were
findings by India's National Human
likely to name important persons
Rights Commission (NHRC), reveals. who may have complicity in a
shocking numbers: 14,231 deaths in
crime.
police and judicial custody recorded
While we must continue to call
across India between 2001 and 2010.
ourselves a civilized society despite
That is about four deaths every day!
these facts, what's the solution?
The actual figure could be signifi
We need police reforms, more
cantly higher, since not all custodial
accountabil ity and stricter anti
deaths are reported to the NHRC.
torture laws, suggests Suhas
And the public doesn't always he ar
Chakma, ACHR's director.
•
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